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Hello <<First Name>>,

As you know from Alan’s last email, we have invested extensively to make sure you are

delivering a world-class, safe, comfortable work environment to your team. Our goal is to

anticipate your needs in the workplace so you can make quick and easy decisions about

what is right for your people. We want to ensure that you have all the tools you need to

bring your team back together at 149NM. Alan has shared your positive comments and

feedback, and I have to say, I love seeing our community come together to support each

other during this time.

We are rapidly preparing 149NM to be the healthiest and safest environment possible,

thinking hard about your workplace needs, so you don’t have to. We are continuing to

invest in improvements to help you get all of your team members back to the office safely,

comfortably, and productively. If you want a refresh on the physical changes we have

made, you can check them here.

While we have so far focused on the physical changes, a workplace is so much more than

just the physical. We are proud of the Werqwise hospitality and want to extend this

individually to each of you, understanding what else we can do, not only physically, but

also culturally to help as all your teams transition back to the workplace at 149. Now,

more than ever, I believe it’s important to maintain our humanity and focus on your

people. 
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We believe it is our role to provide you, and your people, with the highest level of

individual hospitality and support - the kind you have become accustomed to throughout

your time here at Werqwise.

To help us deliver the right environments for you, we would like to discuss ways we can

help with any additional physical or service requirements for your private office, as well as

the types of additional support you would like.  

I will be reaching out to each of you individually to discuss the changes we have made in

our community and how our team can lend a helping hand. If you would like to proactively

schedule a Highfive call with me, feel free to book a meeting with me. 

Furthermore, please let me know if you would like to join our Member-to-Member

Partnership program. We strive to not only create the most ideal work environment, but

also supportive, symbiotic relationships between community members. 

Rest assured that we are taking care of all the details on our end, so you can focus on

what truly matters - your business and your people. 

If you have any questions, comments, or suggestions, do not hesitate to reach out to me

personally.

Be well,

Richard Evans
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